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3. RESULTS

1. BACKGROUND
As alternative ways to estimate oxygen abundances for galaxies, empirically calibrated strong-line indices,

Figure 3 shows radial profiles of these "strong-

such as R23 ( ≡ log(([O II]l3727 + [O III]ll4959,5007)/Hb), N2 ( ≡ log([N II]l6583/Ha)), O3N2 ( ≡ log(([O

line" abundances in the H II regions. Besides

III]l5007/Hb)/([N II]l6583/Ha))), and N2O2 ( ≡ log([N II]l6583/[O II]l3727)), are widely used in the case that

systematic deviation between the diagnostics

auroral lines are undetectable (i.e., the electronic temperature Te is unavailable).

based on observations and models (also found in

Nevertheless, there appears to be a considerable discrepancy between estimates from different strong-line
indices, which complicates the usage of the empirical diagnostics (Kewley & Dopita 2002; Kewley & Ellison 2008).
For the purpose of elaborately examining these empirical diagnostics and providing deeper insight into
underlying physical parameters of the abundance indicators from actual observations, in this work, we carry out
a spectrophotometric investigation of giant H II regions in the nearby galaxy NGC 2403 on a spatially resolved
basis.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA

many

studies

with

integrated

measurements of H II regions or galaxies as a
whole), similarity and disparity between radial
distributions of these "strong-line“ abundances
are a significant achievement of this work.


R23K99 and N2O2K02 track each other exactly;



N2O2B07 follows R23K99 and N2O2K02 in the shape of
the profile despite the offset;



The upturns and the downtrends of R23P05 roughly
correlate with those of R23K99, N2O2K02, and N2O2B07,
but the fluctuation is more intensive;



The estimates derived from N2 and O3N2 present an
apparent gradient, increasing from the center to the
edge of each nebula.

Spectroscopic observations of 11 giant H II
regions in NGC 2403 were taken with a long-slit

other

spectrograph mounted on the 2.16 m telescope
at XingLong station of National Astronomical

Figure 3. Radial profiles of the oxygen abundances derived from R23K99 (black filled
circles), R23P05 (black open circles), N2P04 (red asterisks), O3N2P04 (blue filled triangles),
N2O2K02 (green filled upside-down triangles), and N2O2B07 (green open upside-down
triangles) in the individual H II regions. The gray color marks the data out of the
calibration ranges, considered to be invalid results. In each panel, the abscissa is the
spatial coordinate in units of arcseconds, where DL = 0 represents the center of one H II
region.

Observatories of China. The length of the
spectrographic slit is 4′. The slit width was
adjusted to 2′′.5 in accordance with the local
seeing disk. Figure 1 shows spatial positions of
the H II regions in NGC 2403 and the orientation

Figure 4 shows radial profiles of the combined-

of the slit during each exposure.

line indices (i.e., relative line-fluxes), R23, N2O2
O3N2, and O3O2 ( ≡ log([O III]ll4959,5007/[O

We extracted spectra radially for every H II

II]l3727),

region by employing rectangular apertures on

× 55

pc2,

approximately. Through this technique,

we obtained a set of radial spectra for each HII
region. Figure 2 illustrates the positions of the

Figure 1. Continuum-subtracted Ha narrowband image of NGC 2403, taken with the 2.1
m telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory. Blue circles enclose the H II regions
studied in this work, and the identification number of each H II region is quoted from
Sivan et al. (1990). The positions of long-slit spectroscopic observations are shown as red
solid lines, which overlaid the H II regions. The scale in the bottom right corner indicates
the 1′ .0 length. North is at the up and east is to the left.

in

the

R23

R3 ( ≡ log([O III]ll4959,5007/Hb)),
N2 ( ≡ log([N II]l6583/Ha)),
for the H II regions, illuminating what lines drive
the variations in the oxygen abundances and
providing a straightforward interpretation of

this work.

Figure 3.

For each of the spectrophotometric units in

The low-ionization line indices R2 and N2 increase
with the nebular radius, whereas the high-ionization
index R3 decreases from the center to the edge;

the H II regions, we derived six kinds of oxygen
abundances from R23, N2O2, N2, and O3N2,

⇒

which had been diversely calibrated through
empirical fits of not only observed relationships
between Te and the indices but also theoretical

⇒

grids from photoionization models. The strong-

line indices and the calibrations adopted in this
work are listed as follows.

Different combinations of R2, R3, and N2 result in
the diversity of the radial variations in the combinedline indices R23, N2O2, O3N2, and O3O2;
The radial variations in R23, O3O2, N2O2, O3N2, or
N2 eventually lead to those in the oxygen abundances
in Figure 3.

Figure 4. Radial profiles of the spectral indices, R23 (black filled circles), N2 (red
asterisks), O3N2 (blue filled triangles), N2O2 (green filled upside-down triangles), R2
(orange open circles), R3 (cyan open squares), and O3O2 (purple filled squares) in the
individual H II regions. In each panel, the abscissa is the spatial coordinate in units of
arcseconds, where DL = 0 represents the center of one H II region.

As a consequence, R23 and N2O2 are distributed with flat profiles, whereas N2 and O3N2 exhibit apparent

R23 -- Kobulnicky et al. (1999),
model-based calibration

R23K99

•

R23 -- Pilyugin & Thuan (2005),
observation-based calibration

R23P05

•

N2O2 -- Kewley & Dopita (2002), N2O2K02
model-based calibration

•

N2O2 -- Bresolin (2007),
observation-based calibration

N2O2B07

•

O3N2 -- Pettini & Pagel (2004),
observation-based calibration

O3N2P04

•

indices

R2 ( ≡ log([O II]l3727/Hb)),

apertures placed on the H II regions studied in

•

other

diagnostics), as well as single-line indices

the slit. The size of the apertures was set to 3′′.0
× 2′′.5, corresponding to a physical scale of 66

the

N2 -- Pettini & Pagel (2004),
observation-based calibration

N2P04

gradients with the nebular radius. These results coincide with the earlier integrated-field spectroscopic studies of

two H II regions NGC 595 and NGC 588 inside M33, performed by Relano et al. (2010) and Monreal-Ibero et al.
(2011), and supplement the single-nebula studies with a larger sample.

4. DISCUSSION
It is not realistic for actual oxygen abundances to vary so sharply on such a nebular scale (< 330 pc). Therefore,
Figure 2. Continuum-subtracted Ha narrowband images of the H II regions studied in this
work, intercepted from the image displayed in Figure 1. Green boxes represent
rectangular apertures used for extracting spectra on the slit. In each panel, the
identification number of the H II region is displayed in the top left corner; the spatial scale
in the bottom right corner indicates the 5′′ length; north is at the up and east is to the left.

our results imply the existence of additional parameters affecting the widely used abundance indicators, and
the ionization parameter is suspected as the most possible one.
a)

Our spatially resolved study naturally samples various ionization levels, which inherently decline at larger radii within individual H
II regions.

b) Relative fluxes for the low- and high-ionization lines (R2, N2, and R3) vary radially in agreement with the radial gradient of
ionization states.
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